
 

 

I have been playing rugby for just over a season and a half but I’ve grown up 

around rugby and the idea of rugby as being more than just a sport.  I know that 

it teaches us much more than how to play and I believe that it should be a part of 

any girls’ school experience. So, here’s what I think it teaches girls, here’s rugby 

from a girl’s point of view…. 

You will experience the incredible feeling of being 
part of a team. 
Rugby teaches you many things but I think one of the most important is feeling like you are 
part of a team. A lot of teenagers feel isolated, lonely or even outcast and rugby gives you a 
sense of belonging. Rugby is not a sport that you can do alone – there’s so many different 
parts to play and communication is a massive thing in Rugby. It’s definitely something I found 
difficult when I first started playing. When I first started playing in a team and I didn’t know 
anyone I felt shy. I soon found my voice because I am so passionate about rugby and now I 
shout a lot. Whenever someone new comes along I take the time to welcome them and make 
sure they are happy as well. There was this one girl, that really didn’t want to play and didn’t 
think she’d enjoy it but as soon as she found out that other people were in the same boat as 
her she relaxed and started to enjoy it. We all support each other. Whenever I play I am 
always a little bit nervous too but being able to share that I felt nervous too really helped. It’s 
really important to know people’s worries and as a team we all know each other’s strengths 
as well; who’s a fast, who’s a strong tackler, and who’s good at finding the spaces and 
watching the game.  We all keep each other going, on and off the pitch, we are always looking 
out for each other and can read each other’s moods which is definitely a skill for life! 

 



You will learn how strong and powerful you are. 

One of the many good things about rugby is you learn how strong and powerful you are. You 
need to be physically strong and fit but it’s also really important to be mentally fit. It’s a game 
of tactics so you have to be thinking ahead. You have to be totally focused and fully commit to 
everything. If you aren’t committed and go to tackle someone that’s when you can get hurt.  
It also teaches you to be fearless. You are literally running into people and others are running 
at you – there’s no time for fear! You learn to trust your team and most importantly yourself. 
You learn to understand the power of your body and what it can do and its limits - because 
everything does have limit. I know I’m not the best kicker; I can kick and I train to kick but I 
know that some of my teammates can kick better and that is the power of knowing your 
teams’ strengths too. 

You will learn the importance of hard work. 

Training for any sport is hard but training for rugby is very physically demanding. I train once 
or twice a week depending on how far we are in to a season and we have a game most 
weekends. It’s crucial that you turn up to every training. Every bit is crucial. Sometimes we sit 
in the clubhouse and talk over strategies which is every bit as important as practice on the 
field. Right now, not being with my team is hard and I miss being pushed. In the world outside 
of rugby this is a really important lesson, being able to push yourself and being prepared to 
work hard can make all the difference in life, jobs and being successful. It also helps to know 
that if you work hard then you get the reward at the end - whether that’s winning or getting 
the job that you wanted. Rugby has taught me that. 

You will learn resilience and how to get back up once 
you’ve been knocked down. 

Resilience to me means when you can’t do something but you don’t just give up – you keep 
going. In rugby you literally get back up again after being tackled. We sometimes take that for 
granted in the game because it takes a lot of mental capacity to get back up after being hit or 
hurt. To then get back up, physically brush yourself and mentally get straight back into the 
game is hard. Generally, people just get on with it, the average tackle rate is 15 to 20 tackles 
every game so you can’t give in to any negative feelings. What’s really nice about rugby is that 
we always shake hands, no matter what, at the end of every game. We eat together and talk 
together in the clubhouse and any tension from the game is gone. We always congratulate 
each because just turning up for a rugby game is exhausting. One of the most important 
things I have learnt is that if we are having a bad game that we don’t just give up, we talk at 
half time and accept things aren’t going great and then we try and build and improve. If you 
don’t accept what’s going wrong you can’t make it right and that’s a good lesson for life. If 
you were having a bad day off the pitch I’ve learned that I don’t have to take it onto the pitch 
and let it affect my game. If anyone is having an off day we lean on each other for support. 
But, for me, even being on that pitch is a mood changer. It doesn’t really matter what I am 
feeling because just being there, on the pitch and being part of the game gives me strength 
and makes me feel unstoppable.  

It uplifts me. It’s so much more than a sport to 
me….and that’s rugby from a girl’s point of view! 


